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Abstract— The study mainly fuscous and attempt has been 

made to find customers satisfaction between the amazon and 

flipkart services. A study focus on best services provided by 

the Flipkart and Amazon. Amazon and Flipkart are one of the 

leading online shopping websites in India. Reasons of the 

study is compare the customer satisfaction between the 

Amazon and Flipkart services. From collecting the primary 

data creating the questionnaire and the purpose of study 

secondary data are use. Primary data are collected by 

focusing the objective of our study. A sample size of 100 

respondents were conveniently selected from Nagpur 

District. The findings were analyzed using statistical tool, 

simple percentage analysis. Findings reveal that female and 

male customers is satisfied towards amazon and flipkart 

services. Customer mostly agree that bad service activity 

impact their purchasing decision. The research also concludes 

that even though amazon is giving discount offer but 

customer are very much attracted towards the packaging and 

best services of flipkart.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

E-commerce is anything that involves an online transaction. 

In the current scenario every one well known about electronic 

commerce and electronic commerce commonly known as e-

commerce, is the buying and selling of the product and 

services over electronic system for the use of internet and 

other computer network. Electronic commerce draws on such 

technology as electronic fund transfer, online transaction 

processing, electronic data interchange, internet marketing 

and automatic data collection system. Modern electronic 

commerce commonly use World Wide Web at the point of 

several transaction and also use the wider network or range 

technology such e-mail, mobile devices and other electronic 

devices, also they helpful for marketing and buying and 

selling purpose. 

A. Amazon 

Amazon.com Inc. was based in 1994 in Washington and 

Amazon.com web site became 1st active in Gregorian 

calendar month 1995 to become the most important on-line 

merchandiser within the world to supply Earth’s biggest 

choice in but twenty years. The world’s largest on-line 

merchandiser and therefore the second largest e-commerce 

company when Alphabet INC. (Google) with a complete 

worth of USD seventy, 9 billion, Amazon enjoys a high level 

of client loyalty and quite five hundredth of shopper’s square 

measure repeat patrons. 

Employing 560,000 folks worldwide and attracting 

two million sellers on its platform, the e-commerce large 

attained USD thirty seven billion in this autumn, 2017 alone, 

a forty second increase compared to a previous year.  

B. Flipkart 

E-commerce Company Flipkart is based on the India 

Bengaluru, Flipkart internet private limited well known e-

commerce company founded by Sachin Bansal and Binny 

Bansal in the year 2007. Starting of the company focus on 

book selling, before the company expending of the other 

categories of the product such products are consumer 

electronic, fashion and life style products. In the year 2017 

March 39.5% share of Indian ecommerce industry held by the 

flipkart.In 2018 August Walmart U.S based acquire the 77% 

of controlling stake on flipkart for 16Billion U.S dollar and 

valuing it 20 Billion U.S dollar.Sachin Bansal and Binny 

Bansal founder of Flipkart both are alumni of the Indian 

Institute of Technology Delhi. In the year 2017 Flipkart held 

51% share of all Indian smartphone shipment and overtaking 

the amazon India 33%.At the time of big billion day 

celebration in 21 September Flipkart alone sold 1.3 million 

phone, sold doubling from the first day event in year 2016. 

C. Objective: 

 -To compare the customer satisfaction level towards 

Amazon and Flipkart services. 

 -To identify the respondent’s perception towards 

Amazon and Flipkart Services. 

 -Major factor impact the customer satisfaction in 

Amazon and Flipkart. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Nandhini Balasubramanian and Isswarya (2017) in their 

study they examine that the aspects in which customers of 

Flipkart and Amazon are satisfied and the comparison 

between the Customer satisfactions of both the sites. Based 

on the consumer’s survey, Flipkart satisfies the customer in 

terms of website usage, delivery and order tracking. 

However, Amazon gives the well competition to Flipkart 

which satisfies the customer in the aspect of quality of 

products. They increased their network as much as possible 

with the wider of range and their aim to reach the more and 

more customer. 

K Francis Sudhakar and Habeeb Syed (2016)  in 

their study they examine the various corporate and business 

level strategy of two big  e-tailor company amazon and 

flipkart.They focus on their objective of understanding the 

work flow of amazon and flipkart. They also study the 

complexity and barrier in between the e-commerce site and 

the customer. They are also study the how innovative 

thinking of flipkart and amazon are help to reach the number 

of customer. In their study they also mention that flipkart are 

given the tough competition of amazon even those flipkart is 

new as compare to the amazon. Flipkart and amazon use the 

different strategies success on ecommerce market and both 

have several opportunity in India 
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Swapnil v Mishra and dr.shamkant kotkar (2015) in 

their study of analysis of flipkart and amazon they examine 

the how flipkart and amazon spread and deliver the 

information to the consumer about their success in market 

place. They mention that past some year e-commerce peak in 

India and fast changes in technology or fast growing of 

technology open the several option of selling and purchasing 

the different product and services in common man of India. 

IN there study they observe that the flipkart maintain the 

more number of the stock keeping unit as the comparison of 

amazon considering the four popular product of electronic. 

They see that the satisfaction level of flipkart and amazon 

employee is tie and both amazon and flipkart has strong base 

in India and strong competition see in several some year. 

KL. Chandramohan and M. Vadivel (2018) in their 

study examine that online shopping is one of the most 

attractive, widely accepted, highly appreciated shopping 

trend in present world. Amazon and flipkart are the two top 

leading online shopping websites. People conjointly 

considerably most well-liked and happy towards them. 

Although the purchasers area unit happy with on-line 

searching they conjointly face some issues because of several 

technological and false advert. This problem can be overcome 

by educating the customers. The research also concludes that 

even though amazon is giving branded and quality products 

but customers are very much attracted towards the best 

services of flipkart 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

From collecting the primary data creating the questionnaire 

and the purpose of study secondary data are use. Secondary 

data needed for the purpose of study and secondary data 

collected from journals, books, websites and other references 

etc., a total sample of 100 respondents consists of each 

customers of Amazon and Flipkart. These respondents were 

conveniently selected from Nagpur District. Convenience 

sampling we are used for the purpose of collecting the 

primary data.   For the purpose of analysis, the data further 

processed by using the statistical tools. 

A. Data Interpretation: 

Characteristic

s 

Percentag

e 

Characteristic

s 

Percentag

e 

Age (in years)  

How often 

you shop 

online 

 

Below 18 2 
More than 

once in month 
06 

18-25 years 47 
Once in 1-2 

Months 
35 

25-35 years 34 
Once in 3-6 

months 
39 

35-50year 14 
Once in 7-12 

months 
20 

Above50 3 Never 0 

Total 100 Total 100 

Table 1: Profile of Respondents 

 
Inference: As compare to flipkart 48% more people are use 

Amazon 52% and see the close fight of both the company. 

 
Inference: Out of 100 responses 48% are female and 52% are 

male responses. Male used more online shopping as compare 

to female. 

 
Inference: In our survey all the responses 100% are used 

online shopping. 

 
Inference: 39% People generally shop online in at least one 

time in three-six month and less number (6% )of people 

prefer online shop in more than once in month. 
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Inference: 31% of the people are facing cheap quality product 

problem and 30% are receive the damage product at the time 

of delivery and also facing the problem of delay delivery. 

 
Inference: 46% of the people are agree of the bad service 

activity impact their purchasing decision and 27% are 

strongly agree about that decision. 

 
Inference: Most 30% of the people are like packaging of the 

flipkart, they believe flipkart packaging is good and they also 

like other feature in flipkart in very close margined in cash on 

delivery, customer services(16%) and other. 

 
Inference: Most of the people 30% are like discount of 

amazon, also the people like cash on delivery, exchange offer 

17% in second highest number. 

 
Inference: Most of the people 46% are not like amazon 

packaging and 23% are not like delay delivery of product. 

 
Inference: Most of the people 30% are not like less discount 

as compared to other e-commerce site and delivery charges 

of on Flipkart.22% are not like delayed delivery and so on. 

 
Inference: Most of the people 40% are satisfied from the 

flipkart services and second highest 34% is neither satisfied 

nor dissatisfied of flipkart services. 

 
Inference: Most of the people 54% say amazon services is 

good and 19% people are believe amazon services is just 

average rate. 
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Inference: Most of the people 54% say Flipkart services is 

good and 18% people are believe Flipkart services is just 

average rate. 

 
Inference: Most of the people 40% are satisfied from the 

amazon services and 36% second highest is neither satisfied 

nor dissatisfied of amazon services 

IV. FINDINGS 

 Male respondents 52% are showing more interest to do 

online shopping than female respondents 48%. 

 Customer’s age of 18year to 35year are more preferring 

online shopping and shopping once in 3-6month. 

 As compare to flipkart 48% more people are use Amazon 

52% and see the close fight of both the company. 

 39% People generally shop online in at least one time in 

three-six month and less number (6% )of people prefer 

online shop in more than once in month.35% are 

shopping at least once to two in month. 

 31% of the people are facing cheap quality product 

problem and 30% are receive the damage product at the 

time of delivery and also facing the problem of delay 

delivery. 

 46% of the people are agree of the bad service activity 

impact their purchasing decision and 27% are strongly 

agree about that decision. 

 Most 30% of the people are like packaging of the flipkart, 

they believe flipkart packaging is good and they also like 

other feature in flipkart in very close margined in cash on 

delivery, customer services(16%) and other. 

 30% of the people are like discount of amazon, also the 

people like cash on delivery, exchange offer 17% in 

second highest number. 

 Most of the people 46% are not like amazon packaging 

and 23% are not like delay delivery of product in 

amazon. 

 Most 30% of the people are not like less discount as 

compared to other e-commerce site and delivery charges 

of on Flipkart.22% are not like delayed delivery and so 

on. 

 40% of the people are satisfied from the flipkart services 

and second highest 34% is neither satisfied nor 

dissatisfied of flipkart services. 

 Most of the people 40% are satisfied from the amazon 

services and 36% second highest is neither satisfied nor 

dissatisfied of amazon services. 

 People 54% say amazon services is good and 19% people 

are believe amazon services is just average rate. 

 Most of the people 54% say Flipkart services is good and 

18% people are believe Flipkart services is just average 

rate. 

V. STUDY LIMITATION 

 In our survey we are use online method to collect data, this 

is accurate but time consuming process .In our survey we are 

use a limited sample size and collect the data in Nagpur 

district only, so it is limited to Nagpur district only. In our 

study we are use limited data to observe the comparative 

analysis of amazon and flipkart. (100 sample size)  

VI. CONCLUSION 

The study consisted with the aspects in which customers of 

Flipkart and Amazon are satisfied and the comparison 

between the Customer satisfactions of both the sites. 

Although the customers are satisfied with online shopping 

them also face some problems like cheap quality product and 

damage the product during delivery. Amazon gives tough 

competition to Flipkart which satisfies the customer in the 

aspect of in discounts, customer services, delivery time, and 

cash on delivery and exchange offer. As per our survey 

customer like the packing of flipkart as compare to amazon.  

Flipkart and Amazon both have established a strong base in 

India and a strong competition can be seen between them in 

coming years. 

VII. SCOPE FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

The people of India are more attracted towards the online 

shopping of flipkart and amazon. Several opportunity of 

flipkart and amazon to improve their services through 

decreasing the delivery time, providing better services to the 

customer and fulfill the consumer demand in certain time 

period. It will be well Chance to conduct such similar type of 

research with the large number of sample size and covering 

the large area at the point of population and it include the 

process of developing, marketing, selling, delivering and 

customer services. It has a fantastic positioning of flipkart and 

amazon and they improve more and more through different 

opportunity. 
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